Theme 1: Culture and Recreation
Imagining who we could be: A culture and recreation story
It is 2040, and Hinton’s riverside park is teeming with life and action.
From atop a knoll, artists with easels capture the scene as a kayak slips into
the water at the boat launch, adding a fresh dot of colour among the
paddlers already out.
Tempting aromas and laughter waft from the
patchwork of picnic tables and blankets on the grass. Dogs dash into the
water, enjoying off-leash frolics. Hikers, joggers, mountain bikers and bird
watchers pass through on connecting trails, some stopping at interpretive
signs to soak up a bit of history about the Prairie Creek construction
settlement that once stood here. In the distance, a fly-fishing duo puts its
skills to the test.

Active living is also on the rise. Reclaimed land from nearby mining has
been developed to accommodate skiing, snowboarding, tobogganing,
mountain biking and more.
The community is keeping its youth and
attracting others who’d never have given it a second thought a decade ago.
Guiding it all is a Community Sustainability Plan that challenges us to stretch
beyond status quo in art, heritage, recreation and cultural diversity.
Following that roadmap, this gateway is transforming into the destination of
the Northern Rockies.
For travelers, it is no longer just a gas’n’go pit stop, but a place to play
awhile and, if the stars align, put down roots.

At long last, the community has a park that puts us in touch with the river
running through.
As recently as 2010, the Athabasca riverfront was
primarily industrial, with minimal public access. Now it is a popular spot
that keeps both residents and visitors coming back. In fact, this park has
become one of our favourite places; an anchor that draws us together and
helps define who we are.

“I would like to see more of our rich history on display for all to see. I
would like to see that community spirit thrive and grow.”
Community Consultation Participant

Bold sculptures and heritage markers, both here and throughout the
community, add to the definition. At Green Square, for example, a bronze
cougar perches atop a rock that mirrors Roche Miette, a powerful
reminder of our mountain backdrop. Planned in collaboration with arts
and heritage groups at The Guild and elsewhere, the streetscape
improvements are part of a broader push to elevate us as a community
with a unique story to tell and quality of life like no other.
Indeed, our community has become a go-to place far into the evening, all
year round. Intimate coffee shops and pubs feature live music and local art
while the non-stop menu of music, dance and theatre at our performing
arts centre draws crowds from local, regional, national and international
communities. A new park serves as a community hub, drawing people like
a magnet to a host of events. Building on the success of the Föhn Festival
and Winter Magic Festival, culture and recreation groups have combined
forces to launch a series of annual events that are building new traditions.
The long-desired museum is open and bustling, bringing history to life to a
degree beyond everyone’s fondest hope.
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Theme 1: Culture and Recreation
Who we are: A culture and recreation snapshot
Gateway to Alberta’s Northern Rockies, our community is home to many
who draw inspiration from the surrounding landscape. Some of us are
inspired to create through visual, performing and literary arts. Others are
inspired to recreate knowing the value of an active lifestyle and moved by
the natural beauty of our community.
During community consultation for this sustainability plan, we heard the
message loud and clear: Whether our creative outlet leans to active living
or artistic explorations, we identify strongly with the community’s arts,
culture and recreation organizations and programs.
We have already
proven our ability to mount happening festivals and create go-to
destinations for recreation both inside and out.
We want to continue
building on this community’s great potential as a place where diverse
cultural and recreational opportunities combine to boost quality of life.
The writing is on the wall. Communities that grow culturally and live
actively have an improved sense of well-being, lower health care costs,
more positive lifestyles and healthier self-image. As the buzz builds, our
community based festivals, tournaments and cultural events will also boost
tourism, the local economy and civic pride.

What do we mean by culture and recreation?
Culture encompasses the arts (including visual, performing and literary
arts), heritage and history of an area or population. A key dimension of
sustainability, culture contributes to distinct identity and a strong sense of
place. Sometimes called the “way of life for an entire society”; it includes
the beliefs, traditions and customs that a population passes on from
generation to generation.
Recreation encompasses all the physical, social and creative things we do
to make leisure time more interesting, enjoyable and personally satisfying.
A fundamental human need, recreation provides opportunities to improve
health, interact with others, learn new skills, have fun and find balance in
life.

“Culture plays a key role in Hinton’s social, cultural and economic
development, as vehicles for growth, urban renewal, and effective
marketing of Hinton.”
Town of Hinton Culture Policy -Adopted May 2009
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Theme 1: Culture and Recreation
Our cultural strengths
Heading out of town a bit, the annual Wild Mountain Music Festival is held
at Entrance Ranch northwest of Hinton. At this event, local musicians
perform alongside their counterparts from across the country. Hosted by
the Hinton Jazz Society since 2008, the festival attracted over 2,000 music
lovers in 2010.

We know that arts and culture are essential to our ability to thrive and
grow.
Not only are arts and culture central to quality of life, but they
attract the creative class that our community needs in an era when
creativity matters more than ever.
The visual, literary and performing arts have long been an important aspect
of life in our community - both in town and in outlying areas. For example,
the Foothills Male Chorus, which was formed in 2005, traces its roots to
the 1950’s, when a male quartet first convened to sing and entertain in the
town. Break-a-Leg Theatre, a familiar name since 1995, began in the early
1970’s as the Hinton Dramatic Society.
The community’s ethnic groups
are also committed to maintaining their culture. For example, the Greek
Community Club and the Colours Dancing In (with its focuses on
Aboriginal dance) provide integral connections with their respective
communities. These activities contribute to our community on a number
of levels: personal, social, cultural and economic.
In an effort to support and build on that strong artistic tradition, Hinton
Town Council in 2009 adopted the Culture Policy presented by the
Committee for Arts and Culture to guide growth in these areas.
The resulting strategic plan contains initiatives for building up four cultural
pillars: visual arts, performing arts, culture, heritage and literary arts.

Festival events

Photo Credit: Hinton Voice

The community is host to two annual rodeos, the Brule Rodeo and Mary
Reimer Memorial Rodeo. The rodeos attract people annually from far and
wide.

No doubt about it, we love our festivals!
The Town of Hinton hosts two signature
events that have captured widespread
support.
At the Föhn Festival, held on
Canada Day, we showcase local history
and our rich mix of cultures.
Named
after the chinook winds, the festival
attracts nearly 3,000 people and features
food, dance, song, parades, crafts and art
from the diverse cultures in our
community.
The Winter Magic Festival
offers a mix of winter activities that
attracts families and fun-lovers of all ages.

The entire region is also well-served by the Yellowhead Regional Arts Festival

Society, which has emerged as a leader in the local arts community. The
festival invites participants of all ages and abilities to share their talents and
receive feedback in an encouraging atmosphere.
But its work does not
stop there.
The society also holds arts-related workshops and hosts
many events throughout the year, including Journey into Christmas and an
annual celebration of the arts called, “Arts on Fire”.
The Yellowhead
Regional Arts Festival Society has also become the lead agency behind a
“Creative Campus” initiative that is developing a unique network of cultural
organizations in Hinton, Edson, Grande Cache and Jasper.
“We should construct an outdoor amphitheatre…and use the natural
landscape as a stepped seating area.”

Photo Credit: Hinton Voice

Community Consultation Participant

.
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Theme 1: Culture and Recreation
Creative connections

Performance Venues

Our community supports artists, creators, performers and cultural
collectives with a variety of interests: music, dance, theatre, quilting and
sculpting to name a few. Although many of these individuals and groups
work in homes and scattered offices, central nodes provide them with a
place to connect and recharge. For example, since 2009, Creative Campus,
the Hinton Art Club, Rocky Mountain Quilters and the Athabasca River
Potters Guild have shared space in a redeveloped building known as The
Guild. Formerly, Hinton’s Protective Services Building, the site also houses
Family and Community Support Services and a community gathering space.
As well, the Hinton Municipal Library provides a connecting point for those
who are lured by the historical, literary or visual arts. Library users can
access the 40,000 item collection, online sources and materials from other
libraries, or they can participate in a variety of programs such as author
readings, pre-school story time, a book club or literacy events - to name a
few.
The library also houses the Coal Branch Archives and is generally
seen as a centre of information and communication for the community. A
board appointed by the Hinton Town Council manages the library, which
receives a combination of provincial grants and funds from the Town of
Hinton and Yellowhead County.

For the arts to flourish, we need performance spaces.
Hinton’s main
space, a performing arts and movie theatre, was destroyed by fire in 2009.
Not wanting to lose that welcome collaboration between theatre and film,
the town partnered with Landmark Cinemas with the aim of opening a new
joint facility.
Dance, theatre and music also occur in church basements, school gyms,
coffee shops, bars and lounges, the Dr. Duncan Murray Recreation Centre
(including the People’s Centre), the Hinton Municipal Library, The Guild
and the Hinton Centre.
Many residents host home concerts, inviting
guests into their living rooms for intimate musical evenings. Movies are
shown at The Guild and elsewhere.
As well, the Town has a fully
equipped mobile stage, the Wenger Showmobile, which is used for indoor
and outdoor events.
In rural areas such as Brule and Cadomin, cultural and leisure events take
place in community halls that are operated by local community groups in
partnership with Yellowhead County.

Members of the Aboriginal community gather at the Hinton Friendship
Centre. The centre’s mandate is to strengthen Aboriginal culture while
encouraging equal access to and participation in Canadian society. All
community members, regardless of place of origin or status, are welcome
to drop in at the centre and participate in the centre’s services and
programming.
“Amber Hayward through her story about fishermen dealing with turmoil
and doubts of a major storm would resonate well with judges of an east
coast writing competition.
She was right.
Hayward’s story ‘In the
Storm’ earned top prize in the 6th Sheldon Currie Fiction Contest, which is
sponsored by the Antigonish Review in Nova Scotia….Hayward has lived
in the Hinton area since 1976 and is co-owner of the Black Cat Guest
Ranch.”

Visual Arts Venues
In recent years, a number of venues, both public and private, have been
displaying indoor art. The Library, The Guild, the recreation centre, the
Hinton Government Centre, the museum and various boutiques in town
and in smaller centres are all committed to displaying the work of local
artists.
As well, the town participates in travelling exhibition programs
that bring selections of provincial art to the library, The Guild and the
Government Centre.
The travelling exhibits are sponsored and/or
partially funded by the Alberta Foundation for the Arts.

“Local author wins fiction competition” - The Hinton Voice, November 2010

This is one example of the way community members have received awards for their
achievements.
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Bringing the past to life

“Celebrating and embracing the diversity of multi-culturalism in Hinton
means acknowledging the Native Americans that live here.”

Heritage and history are important components of a vibrant arts and
culture scene. There are four initiatives within our community that help to
preserve local heritage and history.

Community Consultation Participant

 Community members who are interested in researching local records
can consult the Hinton Coal Branch Archives, located within the library.
The archives offer genealogy, reference and media conversion or
duplication services.
 The non-profit Historical Tracks & Trails Society is restoring the Grand
Trunk Pacific Railway Station House as a local museum.
During
community consultation, the Historical Tracks & Trails Society shared its
dual vision of the museum as a place to “preserve our rich history” and
a place that “supports local economy and develops tourism” through
historical tours and educational programs for all ages. The museum will
be “a community hub and a place to celebrate our culture.”
 Forestry and mining are important aspects of who we are as a
community. The Alberta Forest Service Museum, located at the Hinton
Training Centre, focuses on the role and impact of forestry in the
province and reflects back on the work performed by the early rangers.
 In 2010, a concept plan was announced for an interpretive park at the
Happy Creek Day Use area to celebrate mining in the region. The
Hinton Collieries Mine site began operating on that site in 1929.
Our community also has historical settlements such as Mountain Park, Coal
Branch, Prairie Creek and Entrance to name a few.

What do we mean by heritage and history?
Heritage is the legacy of physical artifacts and intangible attributes that a
community inherits from past generations, maintains in the present and
bestows to future generations. This includes natural heritage (the countryside
and natural environment, including flora and fauna), which is an important
aspect of culture.
History is a record of past events that focus on the activities of human beings
through the social, cultural and political environment
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Community perspectives on culture
Build fundraising partnerships. Local individuals and organizations need
to be involved in fundraising initiatives that support the preservation of our
rich history. To this end, residents suggested partnerships involving the
Foothills Research Institute and surrounding communities.

How can we improve the arts and culture scene? Community members
indentified the following needs:
Expand festivals. Residents spoke highly of our already successful line-up
of festivals and events, and many recommended introducing more. One
survey respondent, for example, noted, “It would be nice if Hinton had an
annual carnival or fair.” Another suggested creating “an annual historical
festival to celebrate local heritage.” These sentiments were echoed by
many others who see festivals and events as a way to capitalize on our
creativity while enticing both residents and visitors to take advantage of
diverse leisure opportunities.

Increase attendance. Organizations of some arts and cultural events
expressed concern about the low levels of paid attendance for live
performances in the community.
“How about having concerts every weekend in summer? Tourists are
looking for something to do, and if there are concerts, they will stay in
Hinton. Otherwise they will go to Jasper.”
Community Consultation Participant

Add performing arts venues. Residents expressed concern about the
limited number of performance spaces and recommended more venues,
indoors and out. They suggested out-door band stands, plazas/squares in
local parks, amphitheatres and a conference centre.
Create more intimate or “third place” settings. One resident said,
“I want a place where there are pockets of third places like the Old Grind
and Woodcutter Lounge, complete with live performers, and extended
evening recreation hours.”
Install public art in the community. Suggestions include sculptures, art
installations and other streetscape improvements, such as murals, fountains,
flags and banners.
Celebrate Aboriginal peoples. One survey respondent encouraged the
community to learn more about the unique situation of local Aboriginal
peoples, saying, “More programming, support and sensitivity to their needs
is paramount. It is not the sole responsibility of the Friendship Centre to
address their unique needs.”
Expand arts programming. There was a call for a more comprehensive
arts program in addition to the one offered through Creative Campus.

What do we mean by “third place”?
A “third place” is an inviting, inexpensive, nearby, comfortable place to
connect with friends, old and new. In combination with home (our “first
place”) and workplace (our “second place”), third places help us care
enough about our neighbours and our community to get involved in making
them better.
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Our recreation strengths
Surrounded by forest and foothills, with Canada’s enticing Rocky Mountains
as a back drop, our community offers a rich menu of indoor and outdoor
recreational opportunities.

Where do locals and tourists go when they want to experience the great
outdoors? Some of the most popular, nearby outdoor destinations include
the following:

The great outdoors

William A. Switzer Park, just 30 minutes north of Hinton, boasts more
than 35 km of trails for hiking, biking and cross country skiing, as well as
several campgrounds and picnic areas.
The Friends of Switzer Park
Cooperating Association supports education programs and events and has
developed such park amenities as a visitor centre and a new interpretive
trail.

“My favourite aspect of Hinton is the endless opportunities to explore,
explore, explore.” So said one resident when asked what she liked about living
here. Her words ring true for many who live in and visit our community.

In the fair weather months, experiencing the great outdoors may mean
mountain biking, hiking, canoeing, kayaking, fishing, hunting, birding,
mountain climbing, camping, horseback riding or ATVing.
In winter, the
menu shifts to snowmobiling, skating, pond hockey, cross country and
downhill skiing, snowboarding, snow shoeing, dog sledding, ice climbing, ice
fishing and luge.

Brule sand dunes offer the challenge and beauty of three-story sand
dunes in a desert environment backed by mountain views.
Coal Branch Railway, one of western Canada’s original railways, carried
coal from Cadomin and other mining towns. Visiting sites along its route
provides a glimpse of the days when coal was king.

19 wilderness parks and provincial recreational and natural areas exist
within a 100 km radius of Hinton.
(Town of Hinton)

Hinton Nordic Centre, located at the south end of the Switzer Park is
where Hinton Nordic Skiers groom 35 km of trails for skate and classic
skiing. In summer, mountain bikers and hikers use the trails. The site
also offers a rustic day lodge, a biathlon range and a natural luge track
operated by the Hinton Luge Association.
Foothills Recreation Management Association invites public use of
the West Fraser Forest Management Area which hosts 343 campsites in 15
campgrounds. There are eight trail systems, numerous day use areas and
opportunities for mountain biking, horseback riding, off-highway recreation
vehicles, hunting, fishing and cross-country skiing. Among the latter are the
Spruce Management ski trails, with a total of 18 km of trails maintained by
the Friends of Camp 29.

“Hinton has become a year-round destination for mountain recreational
activities ranging from dogsledding and snowshoeing to hunting, fishing
and golfing.”
Five Great Lifestyle Communities
Alberta Venture, June 2010

Photo credit: Brian Carnell
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In-town recreational opportunities
The town’s numerous programs include a summer Discovery Camp that
exposes 6 to 12 year olds to white water rafting, hiking, swimming and
other activities. A Hinton Get Fit Walking Challenge has attracted more
than two dozen teams, spurring 1,000-plus residents to up their activity
level.

Residents also enjoy outdoor activities that are a bit closer to home. A
staging point for trails in the area, Hinton features more than 25 km of
multi-use trails that loop through lush forests past creeks and lakes to
mountain viewpoints.
A growing network of mountain bike options is
attracting riders of all ages, from a novice bike park at Happy Creek to
Alberta’s largest free access Mountain Bike Skills Park.

Of course, there’s more to recreation than outdoor activities. Town of
Hinton recreation facilities are headlined by the newly renovated Dr.
Duncan Murray Recreation Centre, with two ice arenas, an indoor
swimming pool, a skateboard park, racquetball and squash courts, a daycare
centre, a youth centre, an arts and crafts room and the Hinton Municipal
Library. Other indoor facilities include school gymnasiums, a curling rink,
a bowling alley and several privately owned fitness centres.
In 2007, the Town of Hinton conducted a survey to assess the town’s
recreational facility needs. This plan’s findings regarding recreation are
based on the results of that survey as summarized in the Barr Ryder Report
and on the community feedback gathered as part of this plan.
The Barr Ryder Report is available online at www.hinton.ca/municipal
government/major projects & plans

Numerous other parks and playgrounds dot the landscape, some created in
partnership with neighbours, service clubs or corporate citizens. Similar
parks and playgrounds can be found throughout the area in smaller
communities, such as Brule.
Other outdoor facilities in or near Hinton and neighbouring communities
include ball diamonds, soccer fields, tennis courts, an 18-hole golf course,
indoor and outdoor archery, a campground, a gun range and a stock car
racing track.
You’ll also find skateboarding and a paintball park and in
winter, neighbourhood skating rinks, pond hockey and tobogganing.
“Recreation and parks hold potential few of us fully grasp, offering
proven antidotes to many of Alberta’s most troubling issues. Obesity.
Diabetes. Isolation and community breakdown. Environmental decay.
Rural exodus. In short, this field is an essential public service, alongside
sewers, roads and hospitals. It is Alberta’s best buy in public health.”
Town of Hinton Community - Development & Enhancement Plan
Integrated Report, 2003
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Community perspectives on recreation
Clearly, many recreation opportunities are available for residents and
visitors.
But are these opportunities accessible by all, regardless of age,
ability or income level? Which existing facilities need upgrades? Are
additional facilities needed? These are some of the questions asked and
answered by individuals who shared their thoughts regarding recreation in
the service area. Community members identified the following, most
pressing concerns.

“Over the years, the town has developed a trail network, utilizing
environmental reserves, parks, utility right-of-ways and lots, designated
roads and sidewalks.
The intent is that over time, all centres of
activities and open spaces are linked by the community trail system.”
Town of Hinton Community Development & Enhancement Plan
Integrated Report, 2003

Create a community park. Hinton would benefit from a park designed
as a hub for outdoor community activities.
Address income barriers. Children and youth from low-income families
have limited access to recreation both summer and winter, particularly
when equipment investments are required. Keeping youth active, involved
and engaged, is key to addressing issues such as school drop-out rates,
obesity, chronic disease, drug use, vandalism and other criminal activity.
Improve indoor recreational opportunities. Our community has
identified a need to evolve our current recreational facility to a full indoor
multi-purpose facility. This facility would support indoor soccer, tennis,
track and field.
Improve riverside access. Public access to the Athabasca River is
limited in town due to the location of the pulp and saw mills operated by
West Fraser Mills Ltd.

Achieving our culture and recreation vision

Link and expand trails. Not all neighbourhoods are well connected to
other parts of town. Residents in some hilltop districts, for example, have
no direct pedestrian/cyclist route to the lower districts without crossing
Highway 16, a four-lane divided highway.
The 2011 Trails Master Plan
aims to expand the trail system to connect more neighbourhoods with
more amenities. The trails will enhance both transportation and
recreational options for residents and visitors.

The following strategies reflect the collective views of community
stakeholders regarding the steps we must take to ensure the sustainability
of the community’s culture and recreation
 Ensure the arts and culture play a key role in enhancing civic pride and
quality of life for the community through cultural, social and economic
development.
 Provide community support to local artists and arts groups.
 Develop and upgrade indoor and outdoor facilities that make Hinton a
destination for recreation and leisure activities.

Protect threatened landscapes. Some trail users are damaging natural
areas, damaging trail elements, littering and contaminating surface water
bodies. Residents recommended more onsite enforcement, coupled with
education programs to promote a culture of stewardship among all users.

These plans will almost certainly evolve. But at this point in our history,
they give us a united focus for moving forward together.

Ensure shared use of trails. Conflicts arise between ATV users,
pedestrians and bikers over best use of the trails and surrounding
landscape.

The actions we need to take to achieve these strategies are included in
Appendix B.
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Imagining who we could be: An education and wellness story
It is 2040, and Shelly is catching a quick coffee at Alberta’s newest postsecondary campus, a welcome addition to the community’s education
landscape. She is joined by a diverse group. There’s Chuck, a retired coal
miner taking computing science; Richard, an Aboriginal teen studying to be
a forester; and Otiba, an engineer from Japan who’s learning English. They
first met in the town’s newest affordable housing complex, where they all
live.

As the conversation continues, Shelley realizes that many of the things
keeping lives in balance around this table are an outgrowth of the
community’s sustainability plan. Step by step, the goals set in the plan are
being met or revisited, thanks in large measure to volunteers such as those
she’s sitting with now.
That’s a good thing, for as planned the community has attracted
newcomers every year, primarily young families, students and professionals
such as researchers and teachers, immigrant families and newly retired
couples.
Together, they are creating a much more diverse, livable,
dynamic community while increasing the demand for family support, senior
care, education, English training and other essential wellness tools. And
the community has the capacity to make it all happen.

In decades past, nearly everyone around this table would have had trouble
finding affordable housing in the community, let alone post-secondary
accredited programs to follow their dreams. Now they have rent they can
afford, plus courses that meet their needs. They are not alone in
benefitting from Alberta’s newest multi-dimensional campus. Already, its
combination of superb programs and excellent outdoor recreational
opportunities are attracting students and staff from around the world.
Working with other local institutions and industry, the campus is earning a
name as a premier resource-industry research institution with
apprenticeship programs that translate into jobs in forestry, mining, lodge
management, outdoor recreation and more.
Talk around the table turns to the comings and goings at the housing
complex, where life is never dull. The complex has attracted an interesting
array of tenants, in part because it offers everything from tiny suites to
units big enough for extended families plus homecare.
Home care has been a lifesaver for Chuck, whose wife is battling early stage
dementia. “Without help from our homecare workers, we’d have had to
move somewhere else by now,” Chuck says. The community’s new senior
drop-in centre and expanded array of health care specialists are also
important, he adds. “I never thought we’d live here after retirement.
But now we just might be able to stay for the long-term.”
Younger families also have more places to turn for help in the community
these days, observes Shelley, a single mom with three children ranging in
age from 4 to 14 - going on 20. “I’m not sure I’d be coping otherwise.”
It’s not an exaggeration.
Shelley works shifts to make ends meet, and
without things like transit service and all-hours child care and a dynamic
youth centre, she’d worry about her children’s safety. Recent familyfriendly changes to the shift structure at work are also easing her stress.

“If our children can learn in their home town, they can bring many
great ideas to our communities. A Hinton campus would also bring
other students here to see what a great place we live in and the courses
themselves could open their eyes to the multitude of riches in the
area.”
Community Consultation Participant
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